WHY YOUR CUSTOMERS WILL LOVE

SURFACE AS
A SERVICE

Microsoft Surface devices are powerful, ergonomic and exceptionally
desirable for businesses and consumers alike. However, premium devices
are often seen as a luxury businesses can do without.
With Surface as a Service, that doesn’t have to be the case. Now, premium devices,
loaded with the latest and greatest hardware and software, are available at a lower
monthly cost than customers might expect. But there’s more to Surface as a Service
than just reduced bills. Here’s why your customers will love it.

It sets them up
for the future
89% of enterprises plan
to adopt a digital-first
business strategy

89%

That’s because they’ll be
23x more likely to acquire
customers with more
data-driven approaches

Businesses can
demonstrate the right
culture with Surface
devices. They’re
desirable, capable and
give off a premium,
valued impression

But it’s a benefit for the staff too

91%

91% of employees believe that
a business’ tech choices reflect
company culture

It’s the helping hand they need

43%

And they’re frequent.

43% of cyber-attacks
target small businesses

They’re often not
prepared to handle it

65,000 cyber-attack attempts
per business in the UK during
Q2 2018 alone

But work must go on.

50%

50% more time to use on
collaborative activities using
Surface devices and Windows 10 Pro

And if the worst does happen…
Valuable data is stored externally
Protected by Microsoft’s army of security specialists

It’ll save them money and effort

One bill a month
for everything –
not dozens

That means
improved
predictability
for their budgeting

Up to 60 months
for repayments,
or as few as
six months

And the ability
to scale up or
down at any time,
or upgrade to
newer devices

It includes everything they need
No shopping around separately for second screens,
keyboards or software. Everything is tailored to fit perfectly

Ready to take your customers to the next level?
Find out more about Surface as a Service and its benefits
for your customers and you in our eBook
Download it here

